A Better Way to Process Coaxial Cable

For: Telecommunications, AV, Broadcast, RF systems, MIL/Scientific, Avionics, Aerospace, Utilities, Cable Assemblies, and more...

from – Coastel – made in USA

PERFECT FOR:
- Coaxial Cable
- Triaxial Cable
- Semi Rigid Cable
- Heliax Cable

PRECISE - PORTABLE - PERFECT

APPLICATIONS:
- Voice
- Video
- Data
- Signal

WHAT OUR PRODUCTS DO:
- Any application where multiple Coaxial connector terminations are being made
- Applications that are difficult, yet require extreme precision, for example: Telecommunications, Microwave/RF/Broadcast Systems, etc.
- Ideal for Production Personnel, or field tech’s., Can be set up for portability or Bench Top use.
- Our tools compromise nothing when comparing precision and quality to higher priced cable/wire processing tools.
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